Coming soon: CPD days for existing Thrive practitioners:
In order to ensure your practitioner’s licence is renewed in August you will need to gain at least 10 CPD
points. The CLF Institute will be hosting the following events each earning you 10 CPD points.
Monday 27th January: Power Play – an opportunity to focus in depth on the Power and Identity strand and
how discharge behaviours become defensive strategies during this developmental phase. This is our chance
to prevent patterns of behaviour becoming ingrained and learning how to teach pupils about power with
responsibility in relationships. This is particularly useful for early years and KS1 teachers but has lots of useful
strategies for reparative work particularly for adolescents with interruptions at this phase of development.
This builds on work in the preventing bullying CPD and will really help to reinforce learning from days 3/ 4 of
your practitioner’s courses.
31st January – Weston super Mare – (Venue to be confirmed) Power Play (as above)
Tuesday 5th May: Change and Loss. This is an updated version of the loss and bereavement CPD. There are
some minor additions and a greater focus on change rather than grief. This is a great CPD for anyone who
manages transitions for pupils e.g. year 2-3 or year 6-7 or foundation stage to year 1 or for any early years’
practitioners where distress around separation and change is a significant part of your pupils’ lives. Schools
with high numbers of in-year entries may also find this useful and where you are working with traveller
families, military families, asylum seekers and other vulnerable groups where change and loss is a significant
part of their lives.
Wednesday 1st July: Fear and Anger. This CPD has been run previously at the NEST but is a great refresher
for thinking about how we manage the behaviours around children who are hyper-aroused and hypervigilant and what we do to provide outlets for these overwhelming feelings. Even if you have attended one
of these before there are always new ideas and great opportunities for sharing practice.
Ali Martin will be the trainer for each of these courses and they are being offered at a cost of £100 per
delegate and (£150 for non-CLF practitioners). This price includes lunch and refreshments and all the
materials needed. You will receive joining instructions from Thrive once you have booked your place.
We need a minimum of 8 delegates per course in order to run but can accommodate up to 23 if we have
plenty of warning so book your place now to ensure the course you want is able to run.
These courses are aimed at existing Thrive practitioners but if you know of anyone who has knowledge of
the approach and these fit with their role please get in touch with Ali Martin who can advise over whether
there are any places available for this.
Also coming soon 10-day licensed Practitioners course (Childhood) Weston-super-Mare – venue to be
confirmed. Starting January 2020 and finishing September 2020.
Please book your space via email to the Institute – institute@clf.cabot.ac.uk
For further information about the CPD or thrive licence please contact: ali.martintrainer2019@gmail.com

